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It has been recently shown that 2D multiple-quantum (MQ) isotropies can be bypassed to first order by focusing the
spectroscopy in combination with conventional magic-angle spin- NMR observation on the central 01

2 } /1
2 transition (8, 9) ,

ning can provide high resolution NMR spectra from half-integer the resulting spectra may still lack chemical resolution due
quadrupolar nuclei in powdered samples. In an effort to optimize to the presence of substantial second-order effects. Rapid
signal-to-noise in this type of experiments, a systematic investiga-

sample rotation can be employed toward the partial nar-tion on the relative efficiencies that single- and two-pulse excita-
rowing of these central transition quadrupolar powder pat-tion schemes exhibit toward the generation of MQ coherences was
terns (10, 11) , but the absence of a single ‘‘magic’’ anglecarried out. Numerical simulations on spin-3

2 powders revealed
capable of removing all second-order effects still leavesthat x–y composite pulse excitations with nutation angles uy É 2
spectra thick with overlapping lines from inequivalent sites.ux maximize the excitation of triple-quantum coherences, yielding

about 30% larger signals than those available from single-pulse The overcoming of this important resolution limitation
experiments. This behavior was corroborated experimentally, and was finally achieved thanks to a deeper theoretical under-
its origin elucidated with the aid of analytical derivations. Com- standing of second-order effects in NMR (12, 13) . These
posite pulse schemes also yielded a superior excitation of MQ developments lead to two practical techniques, dynamic-
coherences in the presence of large shielding offsets, although a angle spinning (DAS) and double rotation (DOR), capable
simple recipe for optimizing such experiments was not apparent.

of removing the central transition anisotropies via complex
q 1998 Academic Press

mechanical manipulations based on multiaxial sample rota-Key Words: solid state NMR; quadrupole nuclei; multiple quan-
tions (14, 15) . Recently we demonstrated that an averagingtum spectroscopy; composite pulses.
similar to that occurring in DAS can also be achieved using
conventional MAS, if this method is combined with certain
forms of 2D multiple-quantum (MQ) spectroscopy involv-INTRODUCTION
ing the correlation of 0m } /m coherence orders within the
spin manifold (16) . The resulting 2D MQMAS techniqueNMR is a well-established tool for analyzing many struc-
consequently provides a simple approach to high resolutiontural and dynamic problems of polycrystalline solids (1, 2) .
quadrupolar NMR spectroscopy in solids, whose capabilitiesCrucial to the success of these applications are coherent
have already been demonstrated with several practical appli-manipulations which allow one to discriminate among sig-
cations on different nuclei (17–21) . In view of the potentialnals arising from inequivalent chemical sites despite the ani-
usefulness of this approach, considerable efforts have alsosotropic character of spin interactions. Although this coher-
been devoted during the past years to improve the sensitivityent averaging of anisotropies was achieved decades ago for
and appearance which characterize MQMAS lineshapesspin-1

2 interactions with the introduction of magic-angle spin-
(22–35) . A signal-to-noise (S /N) question that arose earlyning (MAS) and multipulse decoupling (3–5) , such a goal
on in these analyses was related to which route should beproved more elusive for the important case of higher half-
adopted for achieving a maximum excitation of the odd MQinteger spins (S Å 3

2,
5
2,

7
2,

9
2 ) . The solid state NMR spectra

coherence orders involved in the experiment. One of theof these nuclei are in general dominated by large quadrupolar
assayed approaches, common in liquid crystalline and iso-anisotropies arising from their interactions with the sur-
tropic NMR work (36, 37) , proposed the implementation ofrounding electric field gradients (6, 7) . Although these an-
such MQ coherence pumping via two pulses separated by a
free evolution delay; another approach, derived from solid

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed: Department of Chem- state 2H NMR experiments (38–42) , proposed achievingistry (M/C 111) , University of Illinois at Chicago, 845 W. Taylor Street,
this goal by relying on single-pulse radiofrequency (RF)Room 4500, Chicago, IL 60607-7061. Fax: (312) 996-0431. E-mail:

lucio@samson.chem.uic.edu. nutations. Although preliminary studies showed that both
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89COMPOSITE PULSE EXCITATION SCHEMES FOR MQMAS NMR

methods can afford useful MQMAS NMR data, it quickly specially written C programs. All the investigated samples
were purchased from Aldrich and used as supplied exceptbecame apparent that the latter approach provides spectra

with better S /N ratios (22, 23, 25) , and consequently this for a cobaltoporphyrin complex, which was synthesized in
our laboratory as described elsewhere (44) .single-pulse excitation strategy has been the one adopted in

a majority of chemical studies reported to date.
In an effort to provide a more quantitative basis to these RESULTS

qualitative S/N observations, we embarked on a systematic
MQ Excitation in the Absence of Shielding Offsetsanalysis on the performance that a pulse sequence of the form

As mentioned above, MQMAS is designed to provide
(t1)x– D– (t2)f [1]

high resolution quadrupolar NMR spectra via the 2D correla-
tion of multiple- and single-quantum coherence evolutions.

exhibits toward the excitation of triple-quantum coherences Most experiments of this kind have so far entailed the excita-
of the type usually involved in MQMAS. This search was tion of triple-quantum coherences, as this process is feasible
carried out as a function of initial and final RF pulse widths for all half-integer quadrupole nuclei and the resulting MQ
t1 and t2 , relative irradiation phases f (with x corresponding states are usually the easiest to generate. Consequently, we
to f Å 0) and interpulse delays D, variations which clearly focused our calculations on determining the optimized con-
cover the two possibilities mentioned above. Notably, it was ditions under which a pulse sequence like that in Eq. [1]
found that neither of the two alternatives considered so far will maximize such off-diagonal elements starting from a
provides the maximum possible excitation of triple-quantum reduced equilibrium density matrix
coherences. Instead, calculations revealed that in the pres-
ence of moderate shielding effects the optimum excitation

req Å arSz , [2]efficiency on spin-3
2 powders is achieved by a pulse sequence

with D Å 0 and f Å p /2, in essence an x–y composite
where a Å hn /2kT represents the high-temperature Boltz-pulse module (43) . The improvements resulting from these
mann factor. As has been shown elsewhere (22, 45) , valu-conditions could be experimentally verified as well as justi-
able insight into this excitation process can be obtained byfied on the basis of analytical density matrix derivations.
representing its spin Hamiltonian by the simplified rotatingThese combined experimental / theoretical analyses were also
frame interactionextended to cases involving large chemical shift offsets; for

these cases calculations revealed that despite potentially sub-
stantial S /N losses, composite pulses can still provide a supe-
rior MQ excitation when compared to the more traditional
schemes that have been considered so far. The following H( t) Å

nq(u, w)[3S 2
z 0 S(S / 1)] / nRFSx ,

0 ° t õ t1

nq(u, w)[3S 2
z 0 S(S / 1)] , t1 ° t õ t1 / D

nq(u, w)[3S 2
z 0 S(S / 1)] / nRFSf ,

t1 / D ° t õ t1 / D / t2

.
sections describe the results of these investigations.

EXPERIMENTAL

[3]All spectra reported in this study were recorded in a labo-
ratory-built NMR spectrometer based on a 4.7-T wide-bore

The first term in these expressions represents the first-orderOxford magnet, a Macintosh-controlled Tecmag pulse pro-
quadrupole frequencygrammer (Aries) , and broadband homodyne hardware. This

system is equipped with an LPI-10 ENI amplifier capable
of delivering over 1 kW of RF power into suitably tuned nq(u, w)
loads, and of executing fast RF phase shifting and on/off
switching (settling times õ 100 ns) . MAS was performed Å (e 2qQ /h)

4S(2S 0 1) F3 cos2 u 0 1 / h sin2 u cos 2w
2 G

at spinning rates nr É 6–10 kHz, using a standard 5-mm
Doty assembly inserted on a laboratory-built doubly tuned

[4]variable-angle spinning NMR probehead. RF irradiation
fields in the range 100–150 kHz were used in the different
experiments, together with a suitable MQMAS phase cycling given by a coupling constant e2qQ/h , an asymmetry parameter

h, and angles (u, w) defining the relative orientation of theof the irradiation and demodulation phases for selecting the
appropriate coherence transfer pathways. The resulting data external field B0 with respect to the quadrupolar tensor. The

second term in H(t), acting only during the duration of thewere processed offline using the RMN software (courtesy
of Professor P. Grandinetti, Ohio State University); spin RF pulses, represents the nutations introduced by these fields

as given by their strength nRF and the spin operators definingcalculations were carried out on a SGI work station using
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90 MARINELLI, MEDEK, AND FRYDMAN

their orientations. Equation [3] neglects a number of potentially
important factors such as the time dependence introduced on
nq(u, w) by the sample spinning, or the effects introduced by
shielding and second-order quadrupole offsets. The first of
these approximations will be justified by the short intervals that
the pulse sequences end up having when compared with typical
rotor period durations; details about the effects of the offsets
are further discussed in the following paragraph.

Given the excitation Hamiltonian in Eq. [3], the MQ genera-
tion process can be quantified by propagating the initial density
matrix according to

r(t1 , D, t2)

Å e0 iH ( t )t2 e0iH ( t )D e0iH ( t )t1 req e iH ( t )t1 e iH ( t )D e iH ( t )t2

[5]

and then considering the fate of the r14 , r41 off-diagonal
elements defining the 03

2 } /3
2 spin coherences. A numeri-

cal procedure capable of implementing such propagation
over powdered samples was written, and allowed to

FIG. 1. Triple-quantum excitation profiles (magnitude), describing thesearch for the optimized (t1 , D, t2 ) durations and relative
application of x–y composite pulses on a spin-3

2 powder as a function ofphase shifts f that will maximize these elements for a
nutation pulse lengths and of different (e 2qQ /h) /nRF ratios. Calculationsseries of experimentally relevant ( e 2qQ /h ) /nRF ratios.
result from propagating the Hamiltonian in Eq. [3] (D Å 0, h Å 0, nRF ÅThese five-dimensional numeric searches consistently re- 100 kHz) for over 100 crystallite orientations using nRFt increments of

vealed that excitation sequences involving D Å 0, f Å 0.08 cycles. The gray scale contours in each plot range from¢90% (black)
through °50% (white) of the maximum coherence intensity; dashed linesp /2 will yield the largest triple-quantum coherences. Fig-
represent the u2 /u1 Å 2 condition.ure 1 shows a series of bidimensional renderings of these

searches meant to illustrate the effects that the resulting
sequence will have on the triple-quantum excitation as a

verified with 23Na MQMAS NMR experiments on poly-function of the three remaining parameters: u1 Å nRF t1 ,
crystalline Na2SO4 and Na2C2O4 samples. Figure 2 illus-u2 Å nRF t2 and (e 2qQ /h ) /nRF . Although the positions of
trates representative results arising from these S Å 3

2 mea-the absolute maxima in these plots are slightly dependent
on this latter ratio an efficient MQ excitation can be ob- surements. It compares the MQ generation performance

of single- and composite-pulse approaches, as detectedserved over a range of conditions in the neighborhood of
u1 Å 0.4 cycles, u2 Å 0.8 cycles. These are consequently in MQMAS acquisitions involving a fixed MQ evolution

time (equal to one rotor period ) and a final conversiongood starting parameters upon attempting the study of an
unknown sample, susceptible to optimizations according pulse of 0.2 cycles. The main features of the numerical

calculations are reproduced by these experimental results,to the calculations by adjusting both pulse widths while
preserving a t2 /t1 É 2 ratio. Notice that in addition to including a maximum in the MQ coherence excitation

corresponding to composite pulses with t2 /t1 É 2 andthese absolute maxima the MQ calculations predict alter-
native local maxima, including two located in the single- these signals exceeding their single pulse counterparts by

a ratio of about 1.3.pulse nutation curves (t1 Å 0 or t2 Å 0 ) , which corre-
spond to those that were described in earlier MQMAS These results corroborate again the validity of using a

simplified Hamiltonian like that introduced in Eq. [3 ]optimizations studies ( 22, 25, 26 ) . For all (e 2qQ /h ) /nRF

ratios the numerical simulations reveal that the intensities when trying to model relevant experimental situations.
An interesting feature of this Hamiltonian is that despiteof MQ elements at these local maxima are about 30%

smaller than those available upon using optimized x–y being represented by a 4 1 4 matrix it is susceptible
to analytical diagonalization ( 40, 46 ) , thus enabling ancomposite pulses, implying that traditional single-pulse

approaches require almost 70% longer acquisition times explicit propagation of the spin density matrix throughout
the course of the experiment. This characteristic can bethan these newer composite pulse counterparts to achieve

spectra with comparable S /N ratios. exploited in order to better understand the physical ori-
gins of the composite pulse’s superior MQ excitation per-The predictions of these numerical calculations were
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91COMPOSITE PULSE EXCITATION SCHEMES FOR MQMAS NMR

formance. We decided to undertake this calculation by It is possible to exploit the analytical form of Eq. [6] in
order to derive the conditions that will maximize the MQfocusing on the effects that an arbitrary (t1 )x (t2 )f se-

quence will have on the evolution of the matrix elements, excitation for arbitrary single-crystal orientations, and then
compute the values that the spin coherences will then adopt.and then simplifying the resulting expressions by ex-

panding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H ( t ) in pow- Since the r14 elements are complex, searching for a maxi-
mum MQMAS signal entails finding the parameters that willers of nRF / [e 2qQ /h ] (38, 40 ) . The leading terms in these

expansions lead to simultaneously satisfy the ÇÉr14É
2 Å 0 conditions given by

ÌÉr14É
2

Ìf
Å 9a 2

rH6 sin 3 f sin n13t1sin n13t2rFcos 3fr(sin n13t1 / 2 cos n13t1)rsin n13t2

0cos n13t1 cos n13t2
GJ [10a]

ÌÉr14É
2

Ìt1

Å 9a 2n13Fsin 2n13t1r(cos2n13t2 0 sin2n13t2cos23f)

/ cos 2n13t1r(sin 2n13t2cos 3f / sin2n13t2sin23f)
G [10b]

ÌÉr14É
2

Ìt2

Å 9a 2n13 H[cos 2n13t1 / sin23fr(sin 2n13t1 / sin2n13t1)]rsin 2n13t2

/ sin 2n13t1cos 2n13t2cos 3f
J . [10c]

The first of these gradients can be nulled for arbitrary n13r14(t1 , t2 , f)
values by eitherÅ [r41(t1 , t2 , f)]*

n13t1 Å kp, k Å 0, 1, 2, rrr [11a]
Å 3aiF exp(03if)rcos n13t1sin n13t2

0sin n13t1r( i sin 3f sin n13t2 0 cos n13t2)
G ,

n13t2 Å lp, l Å 0, 1, 2, rrr [11b]

3f Å mp, m Å 0, 1, 2, . . . , [11c][6]
where

or by selecting

n13 Å
3
8 F nr f

nq(u, w) G
2

nr f [7]
tgn13t2 Å

1
cos 3fr( tgn13t1 / 2)

[12]

describes the orientation-dependent nutation frequency in-
which will null the right-hand bracketed term in Eq. [10a].troduced by the RF pulses, a is again the Boltzmann factor,
Equations [11] include the single-pulse nutation cases (t1 ,and i Å

√
01. It can be easily verified that for f Å 0 Eq.

t2 Å 0), and can thus be considered as generalizations of[6] reduces to
the behavior described in Eqs. [8] and [9]. Indeed these
conditions lead to maximum Ér14É values of 3a , which do

r14(t1 , t2 , f Å 0) Å 3 ai sin[n13(t1 / t2)] , [8]
not correspond to the absolute signal maximum. To find the
latter Eq. [12] needs to be chosen and then replaced into

thus blurring the distinction between t1 and t2 and leading to Eqs. [10b], [10c], which yield the revised conditions
sinusoidal single-crystal oscillations of amplitude 3a similar to
those we have described in an earlier report (22). On the other
hand on reverting to the use of a single pulse, Eq. [6] predicts tg2n13t1 Å

sin 2n13t2cos 3f / sin2n13t2sin23f
sin2n13t2cos23f 0 cos2n13t2

[13a]

r14(t1 , t2 , f) tg2n13t2

Å H3ai sin(n13t1) , if t2 Å 0

3ai exp(03if)sin(n13t2) , if t1 Å 0
[9] Å 0 cos 3f

ctg2n13t1 / sin23frS1
2

tgn13t1 / 1D . [13b]

in accordance with the well-known behavior or MQ coher-
ence excitations (38–40) . The simultaneous solution of these equations can again be
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92 MARINELLI, MEDEK, AND FRYDMAN

achieved by a number of different (n13t1 , n13t2 , f) combina-
tions. Within a [0, p] interval these include

n13t1 Å 3p /4, n13t2 Å p /2,

f Å (2n / 1)p /6 (n Å 0, 1, 2) , [14]

which if replaced into Eq. [6] will lead to Ér14É Å 0 and
thus represent a signal minimum, and

n13t1 Å p /4, n13t2 Å p /2,

f Å (2n / 1)p /6 (n Å 0, 1, 2) , [15]

which after substitution in Eq. [6] result in the absolute MQ
excitation maximum Ér14É Å 3

√
2a . The correctness of these

algebraic derivations can be independently verified by graph-
FIG. 3. Dependence of the triple-quantum coherence magnitude excitedical means with a three-dimensional plot of Ér14É over the

by a (t1)x(t2)f on a spin-3
2 single-crystallite (Ér14É, Eq. [6]) , as a function

0 ° n13t1 , n13t2 , f ° p interval (Fig. 3) , which confirms of the experimental variables t1 , t2 , f. The gray scale ranges from ¢90%
the behavior predicted by Eqs. [11] – [15]. The summary of (black) to °40% (white) of the maximum intensity, and shows the appear-

ance of absolute maxima at n13t1 Å p /4, n13t2 Å p /2, f Å p /6, p /2,this single-crystal analysis is that composite pulses with t2 /
5p /6 radians.t1 Å 2 and f Å p /2 will provide an optimum r14 excita-

tion,whose signals will exceed by
√
2 the maximum available

from conventional single-pulse nutations. Although these
numbers can be expected to change somewhat as calculations
are extended to powders, these analytical predictions consti-
tute with all likelihood the basis for the ‘‘brute force’’ nu-
merical parameters arising from the plots depicted in Fig. 1.

Shielding Offset Effects

As has been the case with the majority of MQMAS NMR
analyses that have hitherto been reported, the preceding para-
graph focused on the generation of coherences without ex-
plicitly considering potential complications arising from
chemical shift effects. Although this is a safe approximation
when dealing with alkali metals or light main group elements
possessing relatively small shielding scales (°0.1rnRF) ,
shift effects may become potentially important complica-
tions toward the excitation of MQ coherences in other cases.
This is quantitatively illustrated by the numerical excitation
profiles presented in Fig. 4, which show how isotropic and
anisotropic shielding effects can decrease the maximum
amount of coherence achievable from single-pulse RF nut-
ations even when considerably smaller than the RF excitation
field. In addition to an overall decrease in intensity isotropic
shifts also introduce noticeable oscillations in the time-do-
main profiles of the MQ nutation, which apparently interfere
with one another in the anisotropic case.

FIG. 2. Experimental 23Na triple-quantum excitation profiles obtained In some extreme situations, the excitation complications
from a Na2C2O4 powder using single- ( top) and composite-pulse (bottom) brought about by shielding effects may prevent the acquisi-
RF nutation sequences. Data were acquired in both cases under identical

tion of MQMAS data altogether even when dealing withon-resonance conditions using MAS (nr É 6 kHz), 256 scans/point, nRF

sites possessing small quadrupole couplings. A case in pointÅ 150 kHz. Contours in the 2D plot are equally spaced between 50 and
90% of the maximum signal intensity. is presented in Fig. 5, which compares MAS and MQMAS
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rupole anisotropies, a behavior which we have experimen-
tally verified in 4.7-T 35Cl MQMAS NMR investigations
(data not shown).

In view of the severe detrimental effects that shielding
offsets can have on the single-pulse excitation of MQ coher-
ences, we decided to explore the potential advantages that
may result from employing two-pulse excitation sequences
of the type depicted in Eq. [1] . A full numerical search
similar to that described in the preceding paragraph but in-
corporating shielding offsets was thus carried out, and it

FIG. 4. Time dependences of S Å 3
2 triple-quantum excitation profiles revealed that a D Å 0 composite pulse is again a superior

in the presence of isotropic and anisotropic chemical shifts under the way of exciting MQ coherences provided that an x–x
V
scheme

effects of a single-pulse excitation sequence. Plots were calculated assum- (rather than an x–y one) is employed as offsets exceed
ing e 2qQ /h Å 2.6 MHz, h Å 0, nRF Å 100 kHz, and the following ratios

values of approximately nRF/10. Even under these optimalbetween the strengths of the shielding and RF interactions: 0 ( - - -) , 0.2
conditions the overall excitation of MQ coherences becomes( – – ) , 0.4 ( —).
less efficient in the presence of substantial chemical shifts,
as may be appreciated from the calculated and experimental
offset dependences presented in Fig. 6. Furthermore, by con-

cobalt NMR spectra (59Co, S Å 7
2) for the model compound

trast to the simple t2 /t1 É 2 optimization recipe that could
K3[Co(CN)6] and for a synthetic [Co(tetraphenylpor- be derived in the absence of offsets, the optimized durations
phyrin-bismethylimidazole)]BF4 complex. Even though the
cobalt site in the former compound has a larger quadrupole
coupling constant than in the latter (5.9 vs 3.5 MHz)
(44, 47) , the porphyrin complex yields little MQMAS data
even after extensive signal averaging due to its much larger
shielding anisotropy. Calculations predict that similar effects
can be expected in the presence of large second-order quad-

FIG. 6. (A, B) Theoretical dependences predicted for the maximum
MQ coherence excitation resulting upon employing single- (l) and x–xV
composite- (j) pulse sequences, as a function of the relative strength of
the shielding interaction. Calculations are the result of multidimensional
t1 , t2 powder searches carried out for individual shielding values underFIG. 5. Comparison between MAS and sheared MQMAS 59Co NMR

results observed for two different single-site cobalt complexes (B0 Å 4.7 the assumptions nRF Å 100 kHz, e 2qQ /h Å 2.6 MHz, h Å 0. (C) 23Na
NMR corroboration of the theoretical predictions, evidenced by the largestT, nr É 10 kHz). Acquisition of the hexacyano data involved 256 scans

for the MAS trace and 1200 scans/ t1 increment (128 t1 values) for the Na2C2O4 MQMAS signals observed from single- and composite-pulse ex-
periments as a function of the transmitter offset. (D) RF nutation anglesMQMAS. The porphyrin MAS spectrum was collected using 2000 scans

while its MQMAS required 67000 scans/ t1 increment (4 days continuous leading to the maximum excitation signals plotted in (C) for the single-
(l) and composite-pulse (h Å ux , D Å ux

V

) experiments. Notice that inacquisition). Notice the much poorer S /N of this spectrum, consequence
of the about 3000-ppm shift anisotropy characterizing its cobalt site. Arrows agreement with the predictions of Fig. 4, the optimized single-pulse nutation

angles shorten slightly with increasing offsets.indicate the positions of the spinning centerbands.
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ters and thus likely to be useful only in combination with
preliminary numerical calculations. In lieu of these opti-
mized pulse sequence the only strategies currently available
for bypassing the chemical shift complications involve in-
creasing the RF field strength or operating at smaller Larmor
frequencies, two approaches which suffer from evident limi-
tations.

In addition to its practical advantages, the signal enhance-
ment brought about by x–y composite pulses opens up inter-
esting questions related to the maximum ‘‘amounts’’ of MQ
coherences that can actually be expected from quadrupolar
spins. For the case of a spin-3

2 single crystal and in analogy
with the nutation of an isolated spin-1

2, one could have as-
sumed that the complete transfer of the 3a triple-quantum
populations into r14 triple-quantum elements (Eq. [8])
would define the upper limit of the excitation. This expecta-
tion is exceeded by a

√
2 factor in the composite pulse excita-

FIG. 7. 59Co MQMAS NMR spectrum obtained from the cobaltopor- tion owing to the latter’s ability to extract triple-quantum
phyrin complex examined in Fig. 4 using an x–xV composite pulse excitation

coherences from all the Zeeman populations in the spin man-sequence. The excitation pulse lengths (tx Å 4 ms, txV Å 5.5 ms) were
ifold. In fact, a principal value analysis on the upper entropicoptimized on the basis of a priori knowledge of nRF and of the site’s

shielding and quadrupole couplings; all other acquisition parameters are as limit (48) for the MQ excitation process reveals that for S
described in the legend to Fig. 5. Å 3

2 the maximum which can be expected upon starting from
thermal equilibrium is r14 Å 2

√
5a . Given the r14 Å 3

√
2a

value reached under the conditions in Eq. [15], it follows
that are now predicted for the x and xV nutations angles are that at most a 5% efficiency increase can be expected from
dependent on the particular combination of e 2qQ /h , chemi- further manipulations. Indeed we have attempted to intro-
cal shift, and nRF values involved. Due to this reason the duce additional improvements on the x–y excitation se-
use of composite pulses for exciting MQ coherences in the quence by considering the use of additional pulses, but nu-
presence of strong shielding effects is, at least in its present merical simulations revealed that only marginal gains on the
stage, a useful alternative only if accompanied by suitable order of 1% occur upon implementing these more complex
a priori calculations of the pulse angles by computational procedures.
means. These calculations require in turn an approximate In addition to these excitation investigations we have em-
knowledge of the quadrupole and shielding couplings in- ployed numerical means to explore the potential of two-
volved. When this kind of information is available the opti- pulse schemes like that presented in Eq. [1] for providing
mized composite pulse excitation may lead to substantial an improved conversion of the MQ coherences to the single-
gains in spectral S /N ; for the cobaltoporphyrin complex quantum observables. The results of these calculations, how-
mentioned above an improvement of almost 100% could be ever, are not described here in any detail, since they failed
achieved in this manner, allowing its MQMAS signal to to reveal significant advantages with respect to their single-
clearly emerge from out of the background noise (Fig. 7) . pulse counterparts. The relative enhancements that we ob-

served for the conversion process on spin-3
2 powders

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS amounted in all cases to less than 10%. Alternative ap-
proaches will thus be needed for optimizing the efficiency

The results introduced in the previous section evidence of this final conversion step, which is in fact responsible for
the advantages that may result from using composite pulse much of the signal losses occurring in MQMAS experiments.
schemes in MQMAS NMR. In the absence of strong offset
effects sizable gains in S /N could be demonstrated both
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